Abstract-On-going effective control of insect-scale FlappingWing Micro Air Vehicles could be significantly advantaged by active in-flight control adaptation. Previous work demonstrated that in simulated vehicles with wing membrane damage, in-flight recovery of effective vehicle attitude and vehicle position control precision via use of an in-flight adaptive learning oscillator was possible. A significant portion of the most recent approaches to this problem employed an island-of-fitness compact genetic algorithm (ICGA) for oscillator learning. The work presented in this paper provides the details of a domain specific search space reduction approach implemented with existing ICGA and its effect on the in-flight learning time. Further, it will be demonstrated that the proposed search space reduction methodology is effective in producing an error correcting oscillator configuration rapidly, online, while the vehicle is in normal service. The paper will present specific simulation results demonstrating the value of the search space reduction and discussion of future applications of the technique to this problem domain.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the research efforts in the construction and control of the Flapping-Wing Micro Air Vehicle (FW-MAV) has seen tremendous theoretical and practical advances towards achieving a stable and autonomous flight [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . From control perspective, most of these proposed flight control approaches are based on extensive empirical study of the vehicle motion for the desired flight behaviors and effectively mapping required forces and torques to the inverse-kinematics of the wing beat shape and frequency, to build a position and pose correcting adaptive flight controllers [4] . Consequently, as one can perceive, the success of the above mentioned adaptive controller approach to the FW-MAVs flight assumes a model of the vehicles airframe and wing structure that would never change during the flight. However, this constrained likelihood of a controlled flight environment with no fabrication faults and mechanically stable wing and airframes, during the flight, is This material is based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant Numbers CNS-1239196, CNS-1239171, and CNS-1239229.
not probable at micro scales [6] . Even for real insects, normal flight results in permanent physical wing damage that is not healed. In fact, the age of many flying insects can be reliably estimated via accumulated wing damage, but insects in nature do adapt to these damages over time to sustain stable flight behaviors [7] .
Moreover, it was demonstrated that FW-MAVs position and pose are highly sensitive even to the slightest wing damage [4] . There are naturally multiple strategies one might employ to maintain acceptable flight behavior in the face of on-going and accumulating wing damage. In previous work, we adopted a strategy based on the idea of learning wing motion patterns that allowed damaged wings to comply with the motion-to-force models derived for undamaged wings. In short, the controllers for undamaged wings presumed cosine wing motion that was modulated by speed (frequency) and a single shape parameter that "warped" the cosine envelope in a manner defined later in this paper. Our previous work employed an Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) embedded in the oscillator to learn new periodic wing motion envelopes that were modulated with the same frequency and shape parameter based warping functions. Over time, the wings would learn new motions that restored appropriate flight performance leaving the main controllers intact.
The choice of EA is and was critical. Early work focused entirely on showing that such learning was even possible and that it could be accomplished consistently. EA learning in this context faces at least three particularly vexing challenges that stem from the requirement to modify wing motion envelopes without taking the vehicle out of service: 1) Learning must be accomplished while the vehicle is in normal service. There is no "resetting" of the vehicles state between evaluations of candidate wing motion definitions. This opens the door to "serialized deceptive evaluations". In short, this means that evaluating a particularly bad candidate could place the vehicle in such a bad position that even a very good candidate can't fully recover. This means that an otherwise good candidate would receive a bad fitness score because of the poor performance of the candidate previously evaluated. 2) The EA system must find a workable, error-correcting solution as quickly as possible. Taking several hours of flight time to correct a problem is not likely acceptable to users. 3) No candidate must be so bad that it catastrophically crashes the vehicle.
With item (1) being addressed at least in an empirical sense in previous work [8] , this paper will focus on improvements to items 2 and 3, based on insights gained from previous work. Specifically, we will focus on exploitation of symmetries inherent in this problems search space representation to increase yield and decrease in-flight learning time.
In this vein, the paper begins with a description of the FW-MAV model and the modified adaptive controller employed for in-flight learning of corrections for membrane wing faults. This will be followed by a description of the most currently employed Evolutionary Algorithm (Islands Compact Genetic Algorithm, or ICGA). This paper will then provide detailed descriptions of the experimental setup employed and the results obtained to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed search space reduction technique in in-flight learning. Finally, based on insights gained from current work, the paper will conclude with a discussion of future work that can improve the in-flight learning performance for practical real-world flight scenarios.
II. BACKGROUND

A. The Vehicle and Basic Controller
This work is based on the vehicle model of the Harvard RoboFly [3] , which employs a single piezoelectric actuator per wing to drive identical motions on both wings. An orthographic drawing of the top, front, and side views of the vehicle can be found in Figure 1 . The two triangular wings are passively hinged to their respective support spars, which can be independently driven to angles [-φ, +φ] (see the front view in Figure 1 ). The forward and backward stroking of the wing spars results in lifting the triangular wing plan forms to an angle α under the plane of the spars due to dynamic air pressure. These movements result in net body forces and torques based on the lift and drag forces they produce by using the kinematic and dynamic models derived in other work [9] [4] [10] .
The controller used in this vehicle operates on "cycleaveraged" values and employs "split-cycle" control where the wing parameters could differ between the upstroke and downstroke phases of wing motion [9] . Cycle-averaged control [9] is control of the vehicle based on the average of the torques and forces acting on the body over the course of an entire wingbeat cycle. Over the course of a complete wing beat cycle, each wing produces forces and torques at the point of attachment of the wing to the body and these can be resolved to the forces and torques that will be applied to the center of the body. These forces applied to the body, determine the motion of the body and from this, the position and pose of the vehicle in the world coordinate system can be determined. Cycle-averaged methods model vehicle motion by applying body forces and torques and updating the body's position and pose once per wing beat. Simulations of this form would be accurate in position and pose at "clock ticks" corresponding to the end of a wingbeat cycle. Considering the fast nominal flapping frequency of the wings, vehicle motions between wing flaps would be slight and it is likely safe to not model them directly. In brief, Split-cycle control [9] provides each wing with a wing-beat frequency and a waveform shape parameter at the beginning of its wing stroke. The wing motion is defined by a split-cycle cosine wave in which the upstroke phase (motion from +1 to -1 radians) is a cosine whose frequency is impeded or advanced by an amount δ rad/sec, and whose down-stroke phase (motion from -1 radians back to 1 radian) is governed by a cosine that is impeded or advanced so that it reaches 1 radian at the same time it would have, if it had been driven by a nominal cosine with the base frequency. The wing beat cycle-averaged body forces and torques can be related to wing frequency and shape parameters through blade element analysis. Further, correction to the body pose or position can be given by a SISO control law, which maps the computed desired body force or torque to wing shape parameters, which are applied to the appropriate wing on the next wing beat.
The simulated vehicle in this work is restricted to one degree of freedom for a constrained hover. In constrained hover, the vehicle can only translate along the world Z axis (altitude). Given that both wings beat at the same frequency on a cycle-averaged basis, all forces and torques with the exception of the upward force are canceled in cases where the wing motions are otherwise symmetric. The motions made by the wings are metaphorically similar to the arm motions of a swimmer treading water to maintain position the swimmer must make symmetrically timed and equivalent motions. A basic altitude error feedback and cycle-averaged controller is combined conceptually in Figure 2 . This controller, referred to as the Altitude Command Tracking Controller (ACTC) consists of an oscillator and a plant dynamics module that feed into the controller's output. The plant dynamics module uses the drive angles, φ, to calculate the force produced by the movement, which is then twice integrated once to get the current velocity of the vehicle (ẋ) and again to get the vehicle's position, or altitude. This information and the desired position of the vehicle (x des ) is fed to the controller, which computes a wing flap frequency that is passed to the cosine oscillators on each wing. Further details of ACTC can be found in [8] .
B. Adaptive Oscillator Controller
In this and previous work the simple cosine oscillator used by the Altitude Command Tracking Controller (ACTC) has been replaced with an Adaptive Learning Oscillator (ALO) [8] , a schematic for which can be found in Fig. 3 . The ALO learns new wing motion schedules, or waveforms, that better approximate and restore the desired relationship between wing flap frequency and upward force. The adaptive oscillator maintains an internal library of pre-computed wing motion basis functions that are combined to produce specific wing motions. Machine learning, in this work, an Islands-of-Fitness Compact Genetic Algorithm, is used in-flight to combine the basis functions to enable near-optimal control for specific vehicles damaged in service or suffering from manufacturing flaws in the wings. The oscillator learns which basis functions should be combined based on real time samples of the error between the desired (x des ) and actual (x) altitude. Both the basis function and the learning algorithm were designed to minimize the amount of digital components required for implementation and to limit the number of computational cycles required to achieve learning. A reference implementation of the required hardware can be found in previous work [8] [9].
The current work uses ICGA as the learning engine. The learning engine, once every one hundred and fifty wing flaps, receives a measure of the desired and actual vehicle altitude and computes the error towards learning to find apt indices to mix basis functions to produce unique left and right wing motion functions, to minimize the error in the altitude. Internally, each of the two wing motion functions is stored as an eight element integer coded vector, where each integer correlates to the table index of one of the pre-computed wing position tables. When the vehicle is in operation, a digital timer advances through one of 256 time steps in each wing position table and adjusts each wing's position to the average of the eight basis functions associated with that wing.
The four core basis functions are given as:
D(x) = (4 cos (x) + cos (3x)) 5 These four basis functions satisfy the following constraints:
1) Wings are fully forward (φ = 1 at the beginning and end of each wing beat 2) Each is a cosine function sometimes with faster frequency cosines superimposed over them and 3) They encapsulate non power-of-two divides and multiplies into pre-computed basis table functions, which, for hardware implementations, implies that only shifter and adders would be required for the computational portions of the circuit.
The lookup table inside the oscillator stores 16 classes of pre-computed functions that combine the upstrokes and downstrokes of the above equations. Each of the 16 combinations of waveforms comes in 256 time shifted varieties where the lowest valley is time shifted along the x-axis [9] . Note that this implies there are 16 × 156 = 4096 distinct basis functions, which correlates to the range of each of the eight indices for each wing.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Islands of Fitness CGA
ICGA is a variation of the Compact Genetic Algorithm (CGA) [11] [12] , that can be thought of as a community of CGAs, each acting as an island in an islands-of-fitness arrangement [13] . Islands-of-Fitness approaches are often used for multi-objective problems. In this case, the Islands-ofFitness approach is being initially explored for cases in which one would desire evaluation of the oscillator's abilities to correct for multiple types of faults (altitude, roll, yaw, translation, etc.). Alternatively one could turn to islands-of-fitness approaches for cases where one would expect a superposition of manufacturing faults across a vehicle and individual damage faults. Islands running on different vehicles could presumably help find common solutions to solve systemic problems while individual adaptation in local islands could tune those for local needs [13] . Although these issues are not explicitly explored in this paper, the use of ICGA is in anticipation of such study.
The genome representation for this problem is somewhat unusual. The genome consists of 16 indices, split into 8 indices per wing. This number was originally chosen based on hardware restrictions, which were mindfully considered when composing the vehicle simulator. Each index is composed of 12 bits, which represent the binary value of one of 4096 combined cosine functions defined by the basis table set. The average of the eight indices correlates with some variation of the basis function set. Because the allele values are indices into a table of basis functions that are averaged, the location of the alleles on the genome is irrelevant as an index in any one allele location has exactly the same effect on the decoded wing motion function as it would in any other location. This effect imbues the genome for this problem with several interesting properties.
1) There is high redundancy in the encoding. The genome is actually a multi-set, and there are multiple encodings for most wing motion functions. 2) Because of the encoding, symmetries internal to the genome have the effect of evolving on a smaller genome. For example, restricting the genome so that positions 0 3 are identical to positions 4 8 would functionally be equivalent to just evolving on a four element genome that had only positions 0 3. The implications of this observation will be expanded later in this paper.
Like the CGA, the ICGA uses a probability vector to represent a population, or population island. That probability vector maintains the likelihood that each bit in the candidate solution should be a 0 or a 1.
While the population is not stored directly as a collection of individuals, candidate tournaments can be held by generating candidates according to the distributions, running a tournament, and adjusting the probability vectors to, in the future favor the winner. ICGA for this application stores a global champion, which is initialized to a set of indices that encode a pure cosine function. Over time, that global champion is updated to hold the genome that, to present time, produced the least altitude error. This is an aggressive form of elitism. The algorithm is encoded such that every island maintains its own local champion and probability vector. A tournament is held between one randomly generated candidate and the island's champion, then again between the randomly generated candidate and the global champion. If the random candidate wins, it replaces the local champion, updates the local champion score to reflect that of the random candidate, and updates the probability vector to favor the random candidate. If the random candidate is not better than the local champion then probability vector of the island is updated to better reflect the local champion. If the randomly generated candidate is better than the global champion, then the global champion genome is replaced with the random candidate and its score.
ICGA, like CGA, does not implement variation operations in the manner they would be in an EA that stores individual members of a population. Unmodified CGA simulates uniform crossover among simulated candidates simply by the mechanism by which candidates are constructed from the population representing probability vector. We add immigrants by specifying a probability that the champion genome of one island is copied into the champion slot of another island. In our initial studies, we also adjust the islands probability vector to be 25% more similar to that of the genome that just immigrated into it. Novelty is introduced through an aggressive hypermutation, which randomizes the island. Hypermutation, like immigration occurs at a set probability. If hypermutation is triggered, the local champion genome, its probability vector, and local genome are randomized, and the local champion score is recalculated accordingly. Further, hypermutation was found to be a vital piece of the ICGA in terms of finding good solutions and not converging on unacceptable solutions, which implies that the search space has wide swaths of unacceptable solution valleys in which non-hypermutated islands could get trapped. There is still room to more carefully consider the aggressiveness of the hypermutation, immigrant impact, and elitism added to this implementation of ICGA for this problem; this paper will not address those issues. Instead it will address possible exploitation of the symmetric (multi-set) features of the encoding and hold all these other values to settings that have been empirically observed to produce good yield, if not stellar learning times.
B. ICGA Evaluation Function
The primary goal of the evaluation function is to find wing motion oscillators that enable correct hovering behavior after damage to one or both wing membranes. Pseudo-code for the champion update procedure for the ICGA is shown in 4. Each island is evaluated until the termination condition is met. The algorithm first evaluates the current champion genome, then re-evaluates the champion and scores its effectiveness at reaching the target height. Next the local champion is evaluated and scored. The global champion is re-evaluated, this time to reduce the possibility that a bad solution for one individual impacts the fitness score of another individual. A random candidate is generated, scored, and compared against the current island champion and the global champion.
The algorithm only needs to find good solutions within an acceptable time and not necessarily reach convergence. Thus termination will occur should any of the following be met: 1) the champion genome allows the vehicle to fly within 0.1 mm of the desired target height; 2) the population is completely converged; 3) the maximum number of evaluations has been exceeded (in this case, 80,000).
The first termination condition reflects a successful solution the target goal has been reached. The second condition, complete convergence on an unacceptable solution and would eliminate the possibility of finding an acceptable solution. For the work in this paper, the very aggressive hypermutation essentially excludes this outcome. The third condition acts as a timeout should no good solution be found. At 80,000 evaluations, this correlates to about 28 hours of vehicle flight time. Since this is likely an unreasonable amount of time to expect the vehicle to fix itself, it is a reasonable cut off for further learning. In addition, in this work, we are counting any solution that takes more than eight hours of flight time to be unacceptable. In practice, however, mission requirements might cause us to bring that limit significantly lower.
C. Search Space Reduction
As mentioned earlier, a genome is encoded to consist of 16 integers of indices, eight of which are averaged per wing to correlate to one of 4096 combinations of cosine functions. Because of the averaging operator on 8 indices (per wing), there exists a possibility that any one solution can have multiple correlating average sets, meaning that multiple indices sets can have a variation of numbers, but they can average to the same solution. Due to this encoding, solutions are multi-sets and not directly positional this trait is what makes it intuitive to use multi-fold symmetry constraint to reduce the number of multi-sets that average to the same solution when attempting to evolve wing patterns. As it can be perceived, reducing the multi-sets reduces the search space to non-redundant genomes in ICGA, thus aiding it to learn best solution faster and improves its yield.
In this vein, three different types of multi-fold symmetric constraints have been implemented and experimented in the current work. These three types are: 1) One-fold symmetric constraint (OSC). 2) Two-fold symmetric constraint (TSC).
3) Four-fold symmetric constraint (FSC).
As shown in Figure 5 , a one-fold symmetric constraint assumes symmetry across the wings, thus duplicating the eight indices for one wing over the other. This first symmetry is actually not only a search space restriction in the sense already discussed. It is also a restriction on phenotypes that requires two potentially physically different wings to produce a sum of forces that is both correct and generated by symmetrical wing motions. This first "one fold" constraint is actually first attempted in [13] as a behavioral restriction that allowed fault diagnosis to be interleaved with learning. The two-fold symmetric constraint inherits the one-fold symmetric constraint and assumes one-fold symmetry within each wing's individual 1: function ICGA UPDATE() 2: while termination c ondition = 1 do for all islands do 4: 5: EVALUATE(global champion) # Do NOT update global champion score. 6: global champion score ← EVALUATE(global champion) # Update global champion score this time.
7:
local champion score ← EVALUATE(local champion) # Evaluate and score current island champion. 8: EVALUATE(global champion) # Do NOT update global champion score.
9:
GENERATE RANDOM CANDIDATE() 10: random candidate score ← EVALUATE(random candidate) # Evaluate and score random candidate 11: if random candidate score < local champion score then 12:
UPDATE PROBABILITY VECTOR(random candidate) # Update probability vector to be more like candidate.
13:
local champion ← random candidate 14:
local champion score ← random candidate score genome segment at the 4th index, thus duplicating 4 times across the wings as shown Figure 6 . Accordingly, as shown in Figure 7 , a four-fold symmetric constraint inherits the twofold symmetric constraint and assumes one-fold symmetry at the 2nd index of the wing, thus duplicating 8 times across the wings.
D. Simulated Vehicle Operating Conditions
As mentioned earlier, the proposed learning module in the existing adaptive controller should effectively learn wing motions in a vehicle, with no damages or partial damages. Thus, to evaluate the effectiveness of the learning module in conjunction with the search space reduction techniques mentioned above, four vehicle operating conditions are simulated with variable wing damages: 1) No damage to wings. 2) Randomized damage to one wing, which affects the net body lift force up to 25%. 3) Randomized asymmetric damage to both wings up to 12.5%, which affects the net body lift force up to 25%. 4) Randomized asymmetric damage to both wings up to 20%, which affects the net body lift force up to 40%.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Using the above described simulator and experimental setup, over 250 experiments (actual N listed in Tables 1 4) were run for each type of vehicle operating conditions and with three proposed multi-fold symmetric constraints. As mentioned earlier, an acceptable solution was defined as one that maintains hover of the vehicle within 0.1 mm of the target height and is found in fewer than 9 hours. While the algorithm could have terminated early due to convergence, it never did, likely due to aggressive hypermutation. All experiments terminated either after reaching the evaluation limit or once they found an acceptable solution. Further, all the experiments were run with a 12.5% immigration probability, a 12.5% hypermutation probability, an evaluation limit of 80,000, and 16 islands in ICGA. The set of experiments with vehicle operating with no wing damages and without any multi-fold symmetric constraint is chosen as the baseline (B) experiments to compare the effect of multi-fold symmetric constraint based search space reduction. Further, as mentioned earlier, the two performance metrics employed to measure the improvement of the proposed search space reduction techniques are: 1) Yield: This is defined as the number of the total conducted evaluation runs that provided an acceptable solution (with criteria mentioned in the evaluation function). 2) Learning Time: This is defined as the time taken by each evaluation run to arrive at the acceptable solution (with criteria mentioned in the evaluation function).
Thus, the above two performance metrics are calculated for all the experiments conducted for each type of vehicle operating conditions with three proposed multi-fold symmetric constraints and tabulated in Tables I to IV. The columns in the tables represent the constraint performed, the 25th percentile of learning times, the 50th percentile of learning times, the 75th percentile of learning times, the minimum learning time, the maximum learning time, and the number of successful experiments run, respectively. All times are provided in minutes. Table I lists metrics from the experiments where the vehicle is operating without any damages to wings. Table II lists metrics from the experiments where the vehicle is operating with randomized damage to one wing, limiting it to generating 75% of maximum expected lift. Table III lists metrics from the experiments where the vehicle is operating with randomized damage to one wing, limiting it to generating 87.5% of maximum expected lift. In this paper, the challenges of in-flight learning for the FW-MAV oscillator control problem have been outlined and previous work employing ICGA learning algorithm has been described. Further, a multi-fold symmetric constraint based search space reduction technique has been proposed and implemented for the adaptive ICGA based learning module in an FW-MAV flight controller. Experimental evidence with statistical significance seems to indicate desirable effects on both solution yield and learning time. These effects are presumably due to reductions in the volume of the search space along with there being plenty of workable solutions within the Four-fold symmetric constraint (FSC) criteria. Further, it was observed that, running search experiments with only one basis function (choosing from exactly one of the 4096 core basis functions) leads to terrible, near zero, yields. Although the nature of how basis functions combine to produce required frequency to lift force is not yet fully studied, it seems clear, from preliminary analysis, that at least two basis functions (from this set) are required for consistent success.
Although we can be relatively certain that combinations of two basis functions are sufficient to balance lift faults, it is not clear that merely two would be able to correct other motion faults like roll. In previous work, we have learned oscillation functions that simultaneously correct for altitude and roll faults. Naturally these restriction experiments need to be updated for those and expanded situations. An interesting possibility, however, might be to impose a symmetry condition to more quickly regain appropriate control of altitude (presumably more important than precise control of roll) and then release the symmetry to allow additional degrees of freedom to better correct additional vehicle fault conditions. This will be an issue for future study.
It should also be noted that this idea of state space restriction via symmetry is independent of the specific EA used. If we were to improve ICGA via other means or construct an EA more suited to this specific problem, it is likely that that this form of symmetry bases restriction should remain compatible and continue to provide benefit of producing an error correcting oscillator configuration rapidly, online, while the vehicle is in normal service.
